Welcome
The 44th annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience starts now!

Neuroscience 2014 is where the breadth and depth of neuroscience discovery comes alive, where you’ll explore state of the art tools and technologies, and where you’ll form professional connections that will last throughout your career. Over the next five days, scientists at various stages of their career and from all over the world will cross paths with one another to discuss and influence research.

Explore Great Science
With more than 15,000 scientists sharing their work and hundreds of symposia, workshops, satellites and socials, Neuroscience 2014 is the best place to explore an unmatched diversity of emerging brain science at all levels of inquiry and across disciplines. Discoveries range from the genetic, cellular and molecular to circuits, systems, cognitive function and social implications, and from basic knowledge to translational application. Poster sessions, lectures, symposia, workshops, the exhibit floor, and more offer innovative research and the latest in scientific technologies and techniques.

Networking and Professional Development
Let’s face it, networking can seem like work. Not at the SfN annual meeting. Catch up with old friends and forge new professional relationships in the hallways, in front of posters, on the exhibit floor, after thought-provoking symposia, and during receptions. When else will you be surrounded by over 30,000 of your peers?

Recruit new talent, tap into unbiased and unlimited professional feedback, and talk about what you care about most — neuroscience. You may just walk away with a new research partner, a refreshed perspective on your work, or a lead on grant funding.

Visit the Dynamic Posters
The Society continues to explore new technologies and opportunities to enhance scientific exchange. This includes dynamic posters — interactive presentations using multimedia. Abstracts of the dynamic posters are viewable within the Neuroscience Meeting Planner and mobile app, enabling you to add them to your schedule. Ten dynamic posters will be on the poster floor each half-day session. Don’t miss these exciting presentations!

Curated Itineraries — Expanded for 2014
Want to explore a defined topic from a variety of scientific perspectives? We have that solved. Building on the success of last year, SfN expanded the number of curated itineraries — special topical tracks chosen by the SfN Program Committee that link a topic across lectures, symposia and socials. Check out the topics on the Neuroscience Meeting Planner and the meeting mobile app. Download an entire itinerary or only sessions that fit your personal schedule.

Stay Connected
You and the thousands of your colleagues gathered here in Washington, DC, are the greatest resource to the field. Share your Neuroscience 2014 experience with your peers in real-time, using hashtag #SfN14 on Twitter. Follow @Neurosci2014 and receive updates regarding meeting resources, opportunities, and events. Make new connections using NeurOnLine.SfN.org and discuss research presented at the meeting year-round.

Enjoy Washington, DC
Whether you are new to Washington, DC, or a return visitor, enjoy all the city has to offer. Prepare for an amazing experience at Neuroscience 2014 and mark your calendars for Neuroscience 2015, October 17–21, in Chicago!